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This smart looking purse is easy to make and very functional.  The
inside is fully lined and the purse features a back pocket.  Use any
standard zipper and find out how easy it is to put a zipper in using
Lazy Girl's trademark 'Sew Easy' zipper technique.  This pattern is a
'Fat Quarter Cutie' and can be made from fat quarter cuts of fabric. 

Fabric recommendations:  The entire bag is made from just two fab-
rics.  Choose two coordinating fat quarters and find some fantastic
buttons and ribbons to decorate the front of the purse.    

Keeping in the Lazy Girl tradition, this project is quick and easy and
offers a place to embellish and personalize.

- SStraight SStitch, aand ZZig ZZag SStitch RRequired.
- AAn eeven-ffeed oor wwalking ffoot mmay bbe hhelpful.
- FFinished ssize:  AApprox. 77" xx 99"
- FFabric:  TThis pproject iis ddesigned tto bbe mmade uusing 1100% qquilting ccottons.
- RRotary ccut oor uuse iincluded ppattern ppieces.

SUPPLIES
Fabric - Two Coordinating Fat Quarters (18” x 22”) of Fabric

or One 1/2 Yd + One 1/4 Yd cuts from two 42” wide fabrics.

Batting - one piece at 8” x 10”. Use any cotton or polyester, low-loft bat-
ting such as Warm & Natural or Pellon craft/quilt fleece.

One 12” ZZipper, polyester, all-purpose, in a coordinating color. You will
sew over the zipper teeth in this project, so do not use a metal zipper.

Items ffor DDecoration - Several buttons 3/4” or larger.  No-shank preferred.
Ribbons, beads, applique designs of your choice, fabric paint, etc.

Fat
Quarter Cutie
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